TIPMASTER LIMITED

MISSION STATEMENT

Tipmaster were the creators of the light power operated tipper
and have been leaders in their field for in excess of 40 years.

Our mission is to provide quality tipping bodywork and hydraulics
for mounting to all lightweight commercial vehicle chassis suitable for
tipping applications.

We endeavour to couple technical excellence with standardised
production method and know how and we are constantly striving for
improvement.

IT IS OUR AIM TO SET THE STANDARDS
THAT OTHERS WILL FOLLOW.

GETTING IT RIGHT FIRST TIME
Tipmaster is solely engaged in lightweight tipper manufacturing and
design for vehicle chassis up to 7.5 tonnes GVW in steel/steel and aluminium
/and all aluminium. Our work is all tipper-based and ranges from single units
to fleets of vehicles.
Variations include lightweight refuse collection bodies, cages, specialist
bodies for arborists, bodies made to municipal specifications and insulated
bodies for tarmac transportation.
Our sales strategy is customer led and we sell our services nationwide.
Close liaisons with all chassis manufacturers and working closely with dealer
networks is of prime importance.
Performance is reviewed weekly between Sales/Production/Service
and Design to ensure that the working schedules and delivery times are
maintained.
All chassis manufacturers’ drawings and bodybuilders’ instruction
manuals are kept on file. Construction and Use and Legal Requirements are
updated by subscription.
We are accredited/authorized/recognised converters for Volkswagen,
Vauxhall, Citroën, Renault, Ford, Mercedes, Mitsubishi and Peugeot.
We are members of the SMMT and VBRA Bodybuilding sections and
have a director, Matthew Terry, who sits
on the VBRA National
Manufacturers Council.
Tipmaster operates a quality system within the VBRA Business
Management System and will shortly receive BS EN ISO 9001 2000
accreditation.
Our product range is constantly evolving to the needs of our
customers. Therefore, research and development is a continuous process
based on customer and market feedback. Care is taken that all new projects
are exhaustively tested and compliant with current legislation.
Tipmaster is situated in East London at Leyton in the London Borough
of Waltham Forest.

